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Ionisos announces increased electron beam sterilization capacity to support 

growing healthcare industry needs following the acquisition of a facility from 

Studer Cables AG, Switzerland. 
 

CIVRIEUX D’AZERGES, FRANCE / Däniken, Switzerland – Ionisos and Studer Cables AG today 

announce an agreement under which Ionisos is acquiring an E-beam sterilization and cross-

linking facility from Studer Cables AG in Däniken, Switzerland. The acquisition increases 

Ionisos’ sterilization capacity, diversifies its technology mix and extend its geographic footprint 

in Europe.  

 

The transaction includes the operations in Däniken and related service offerings. While 

ensuring continuity of supply to the existing client base, Ionisos will also increase its services 

in the field of sterilization to meet the growing demand in this market and serve its Swiss and 

French clients. Joining Ionisos’s network of 10 plants across Europe, Däniken will be the 

company’s fourth E-beam plant and the first to be established in Switzerland. 

 

“With this acquisition Ionisos continues its expansion strategy to offer services that meet the 

continuously growing needs of the healthcare industry”, said Christoph Herkens, President of 

Ionisos. 

 

Studer Cables AG is divesting the sterilization business to focus on its cable solution business 

and cross-linking services. Bruno Fankhauser, CEO of Studer Cables AG added that “Ionisos is 

the ideal new owner to successfully develop the sterilization business”.  

 

About Ionisos 

Ionisos is a leading European provider of outsourced terminal sterilization and irradiation 

services for the medical device, pharmaceutical, and advanced application markets. It also 

provides cross-linking services for clients in various industry sectors. Headquartered in France, 

Ionisos operates facilities in France, Spain, Germany, and Estonia. Ionisos is 96% owned by 3i 

Infrastructure plc, listed on the London Stock Exchange. 

 

About Studer Cables 

Studer Cables AG is a technology and market leader in high-performance cables in the energy, 

infrastructure, industrial and mobility sectors. 
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